In this paper, we comment on the recent papers by Yuhe Ren et al. (1999) does not apply to equations having other types of kernels. We present in this paper a more general Taylor expansion method which can be applied to approximate a solution of the Fredholm equation having a smooth kernel. Also, it is shown that when the new method is applied to the Fredholm equation with a rapidly decaying kernel, it provides more accurate results than the method in Yuhe Ren et al. (1999) [1]. We also discuss an application of the new Taylor-series method to a system of Fredholm integral equations of the second kind.
Introduction
In paper [1] , a Taylor-series expansion method to approximate a solution of a class of Fredholm integral equations of the second kind was considered. The Fredholm equation of the second kind takes the following form:
where it is assumed that 1 is not the eigenvalue of the operator
Tx(s)
≡ 1 0
k(s, t)x(t)dt.
The kernel k(s, t) = k(|s − t|) is assumed to be continuous in I ≡ [0, 1] and decreases as |s − t| increases from zero or k(s, t) = a(s, t)κ(s − t) with a is continuous for s, t ∈ I and κ(s − t) = O(|s − t| −α ), 0 < α < 1. Our numerical experiments indicate that the Taylor method introduced in [1] is effective under the first assumption, particularly, in the case that the rate of decay to 0 of k(|s−t|) is sufficiently large, but as was reported in [1] , the technique does not perform well under the second assumption of weakly singular kernel. For numerical solutions of weakly singular Fredholm equations, the present authors suggest that it is better to use the standard Galerkin method or the collocation method to obtain numerical solutions which exhibit optimal order of convergence; see, e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] and the references cited within. As described in [1] , the Fredholm equations of the second kind play an important role in many physical applications which include potential theory and Dirichlet problems, particle transport problems of astrophysics and radiative heat transfer problems. A reader may consult the references provided in [1] for these applied problems.
The first step in the Taylor expansion method presented in [1] is to write
Substituting (1.2) for x(t) in the integral in (1.1), we obtain
Eq. (1.3) represents an nth order linear ordinary differential equation with variable coefficients. However, in order to carry out the solution process, it is necessary that an appropriate number of boundary conditions be introduced. These boundary conditions may be found from an actual experiment, but this is not always possible. To circumvent this problem, paper [1] proceeds as follows. First, differentiating (1.1) n times, one obtains
. . .
where k
is replaced by x(s) to obtain, for 0 < s < 1,
(1.5)
The step taken in (1.5) characterizes the Taylor technique of [1] and it is justified by the first assumption above that k(|s −t|) decays rapidly as |s − t| increases. Eq. (1.3) together with equations in (1.5) can be used to solve for x, x , . . . , x (n) . More specifically, we solve the following system of linear equations for x(s), x (s), . . . , x (n) (s).
A step taken in (1.5) needs some investigation. In (1.1), solution x is expanded by the Taylor series to its nth degree and yet in (1.5) x(t) is replaced by its constant approximation x(s). Despite this, under a fast decaying kernel, solution of (1.6) produces reasonably accurate approximation as reported in the paper [1] . In the next section, we propose to retain the nth degree expansion of Taylor series for x(t) in (1.5). Of course, this requires additional computations, but the additional cost is justified by the fact that the new method applies not only to a much wider class of Fredholm equations but also produces more accurate approximations. Also, the present method computes x(s), x (s), . . . , x (n) (s) all within the same accuracy in the same solution process.
Modified Taylor-series method
Here, we begin by replacing each x(t) in (1.5) by the right side of (1.2) to obtain
Eqs. (1.6) and (2.2) delineate the difference between the two methods. In [1] , all integrals in (2.2) of the form 
Substituting the specific forms for k and y, Eq. (2.3) produces the exact solution x(s) = s, but the solution of (1.6) diverts from the actual solution significantly. The kernel k(s, t) = st above was selected to demonstrate the difference of the two methods, but a similar kernel, which is a tensor product of univariate functions in s and t, arises in a reformulation of the two-point boundary value problem;
This reduces to the following homogeneous Fredholm equation of the second kind,
The homogeneous Fredholm equation can be solved by transforming it to
and applying the Taylor-series method which was developed in [6] .
In order to analyze the error term of the current method, substituting x(t) in (1.1) by its Taylor series, we obtain
Also, if the solutions of (2.2) are denoted byx(s),x (s), . . . ,x (n) (s), then they satisfy the first equation of (2.2) which is
From (2.4) and (2.5), 
Proceeding similarly for the remaining equations in (2.2), the errors x (r) (s) −x (r) (s), r = 0, 1, . . . , n can be computed by
Denote (2.6) by AE = F so that the vector E of errors can be bounded as
here · denotes a vector norm and its corresponding matrix norm.
System of Eq. (2.6) shows that the present method computes the solution of (1.1) exactly if the solution is a polynomial of degree n or less and computations are carried out exactly. Example 2.1 above demonstrates this point. Eq. (2.6) also reveals
n+1 dt ≤ C for all n = 0, 1, . . . and 0 ≤ j ≤ n + 1 with C > 0, then the current method converges as n → ∞. Throughout our numerical experiments, we found the method to be stable relative to the choice of n and to provide accurate approximate solutions.
As an additional example, we solve Example 2 of [1] and compare the results between the two methods. Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. For each value of s, we recorded computational time spent to obtain the result. The average elapsed time using our technique is 0.05678 s while the average elapsed time using Ren's technique is 0.03253 s. 
System of Fredholm integral equations
In this section, we apply the modified Taylor-series method to a system of Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. In a recent paper [7] , the technique in [1] was extended to a system of Fredholm equations. Following the paper [1] , authors of the paper [7] also replace, in each of the derivative equations, x (r)
. Again the success of this technique depends heavily upon rapidly decaying kernels k ij (|s − t|) for each i, j as |s − t| increases. We note that Examples 1 and 2 of [7] do not satisfy this critical condition of decaying convolution kernel. The kernels in Example 1 are of convolution type but do not decay to zero as |s − t| increases, whereas the kernels in Example 2 are not of convolution type. This is more likely the explanation of why the accuracies of approximations reported in [7] are not high despite high order derivatives taken in their computations. We will demonstrate in Examples 3.1 and 3.2 below that the exact solutions of Example 1 in [7] can be found by the current method and far more accurate solutions can be obtained for Example 2 in [7] .
Consider a system of Fredholm equations of the second kind,
where
The ith equation of (3.1) is given by
substituting (3.3) into (3.2), we obtain
Substituting (3.3) this time into (3.5), we get
Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) represent a system of (n + 1)m equations in that many unknown functions, {x
i (s)}, i = 1, . . . , m; l = 0, 1, . . . , n. It should be pointed out that in [7] , following the method established in [1] , Eq. (3.5) are replaced by 
Before we discuss numerical examples, we note that when the method in [7] is described between equations (7) and (14) in Section 2, only the first derivatives are taken in (13). Since the second order Taylor expansion is used in equation (12), it seems to the present authors that the second derivatives must be computed. Otherwise, we have an under-determined system to solve for f 1 , f 2 , f 1 , f 2 , f 1 and f 2 .
Example 3.1. This is Example 1 of [7] . Consider the following Fredholm system of integral equation 
The numerical solutions using (3.4) and (3.6) with n = 5 are shown in Table 3 . It is noted that, even though Table 3 is presented with n = 5 in agreement with other tables in this paper, n = 4 is sufficient to attain the same accuracy since the solutions x 1 (s) and x 2 (s) are polynomials of degree 2 and 3 respectively and kernels are also polynomials and their degrees are less than or equal to 4. The situation is similar to Example 2.1 in which the exact solution was obtained. Table 4 . Table 4 demonstrates much improved approximations compared to those reported in [7] .
Conclusion
In this paper, a new Taylor-series method for approximating a solution of the Fredholm equation of the second kind was presented. The method delivers much more accurate solutions than the Taylor-series method proposed in [1] . An error analysis for the method is also provided. Applications of the new Taylor-series method to the Volterra integral equation of the second kind [6] and to nonlinear Hammerstein equation [8] were recently made and we reported that the Taylor method provides an excellent means to obtain accurate solutions for these equations.
